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Figure 1: For multiple animated characters with different garments, our method uses a graph-attention-based network
“DenseGATs” for correcting nodal linear deformations to nonlinear ones. By learning skinning features in the train set, our
method yields more accurate deformations for new character meshes, thereby significantly reducing the time and efforts
taken for performing the skinning process.

ABSTRACT
In animation production, animators always spend significant time
and efforts to develop quality deformation systems for characters
with complex appearances and details. In order to decrease the
time spent repetitively skinning and fine-tuning work, we propose
an end-to-end approach to automatically compute deformations
for new characters based on existing graph information of high-
quality skinned character meshes. We adopt the idea of regarding
mesh deformations as a combination of linear and nonlinear parts
and propose a novel architecture for approximating complex non-
linear deformations. Linear deformations on the other hand are
simple and therefore can be directly computed, although not pre-
cisely. To enable our network handle complicated graph data and
inductively predict nonlinear deformations, we design the graph-
attention-based (GAT) block to consist of an aggregation stream
and a self-reinforced stream in order to aggregate the features of
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the neighboring nodes and strengthen the features of a single graph
node. To reduce the difficulty of learning huge amount of mesh
features, we introduce a dense connection pattern between a set
of GAT blocks called “dense module” to ensure the propagation of
features in our deep frameworks. These strategies allow the sharing
of deformation features of existing well-skinned character models
with new ones, which we call densely connected graph attention
network (DenseGATs). We tested our DenseGATs and compared
it with classical deformation methods and other graph-learning-
based strategies. Experiments confirm that our network can predict
highly plausible deformations for unseen characters.
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1 INTRODUCTION
During the process of animating a character, rigging is a crucial task
which involves defining motion, control, and deformation systems.
The process of developing a deformation system is always labor in-
tensive and this has been receiving considerable attention in recent
years. Traditional skinning methods such as Linear Blend Skinning
(LBS) and Dual Quaternion Skinning (DQS) are widely adopted in
real-time applications due to their simplicity and efficiency. How-
ever, both methods produce unrealistic deformation artefacts. To
create more realistic skin deformations that make the appearance
look more detailed and complex, skinning processes including inter-
ative weight painting and additional modification are unavoidably
needed, which require animators to spend significant efforts and
time on the manipulation of character models. Few studies have
attempted to address this problem by automatically generating skin-
ning weight [6, 18]. However, the drawback of these approaches is
that they are not able to generate highly plausible nonlinear mesh
behavious which need further manual interventions. Lately, Bailey
et al. [3] used a simple feed-forward network to approximate com-
plex nonlinear deformations to achieve film-quality accuracy while
enabling real-time animation. However, once the networks were
trained, they could only work for one specific character model and
the application to new character models was limited.

Based on the above, two main challenges should be addressed.
The first is to explore an integrated deformation system, which
directly results in complicated deformations that have more con-
vincing effects. The second is make this deformation system gener-
alized that allows to apply available artist-designed skinning mesh
features to new character meshes to avoid time-consuming manual
painting and fine-tuning work.

In this paper, we present an approach to leverage a novel densely
connected graph attention network, named “DenseGATs” to achieve
the goal of automatically generating satisfactory deformations for
new characters. Following the deformation decomposition with
linear and nonlinear parts, our proposed graph-attention-based
network can be applied to clarify the intricate relations of the mesh
graph-displacement of the nonlinear part. The outline of themethod
is shown in Fig. 1. When input with a linear-based deformation
graph which encodes the mesh and skeleton attributes of a vertex,
our network (detailed structure is shown in Fig. 2) end-to-end maps
it to a corrective displacement permesh vertex formore complicated
nonlinear effects.

Specifically, our technical contributions are two-fold:

• To deal with arbitrarily structured mesh graph data, our
method leverages graph-attention-based (GAT) blocks for
effectively learning complicated mesh features. Specifically,
in each GAT block (details in Fig. 3), we extend the original
GAT structure by adding a self-reinforced stream that lin-
early maps the individual features of each node. This stream
is then concatenated with the graph-attention-based aggre-
gation stream to form a GAT block. In this way, the GAT
block can effectively compile information on complex graph
features from neighboring vertices as well as information on
self-features.

• To extract high-level features with deep layers and ensure
the propagation of information on large amount of features,

we introduce “dense module” that adopts dense connectivity
patterns between several GAT blocks to resolve the vanish-
ing gradient problem and effectively improve information
flow by fusing multiple levels of features.

For training purposes, we built a dataset which involves a set
of differently dressed characters with high-quality rigs. Further-
more, we also animated these characters with possible poses. After
training, the trained network is then used to predict nonlinear de-
formation which is the vertex offset for new character samples in
the test set.

2 RELATEDWORK
Skinning method. Common approaches for deforming the skin
of articulated characters can roughly be classified into geometry-
based, example-based, and physics-basedmethods. Geometry-based
methods deform the skin mesh by the weighted transformation of
bones applied to each vertex. The basic idea of well-known algo-
rithm linear blend skinning (LBS) [21] widely adopted in real-time
applications is to linearly blend transformation metrics. LBS is sim-
ple and highly efficient, but always suffers from artefacts such as
“candy-wrapper” and volume loss. Kavan et al. [11] proposed a skin-
ning method named dual quaternion skinning (DQS) by replacing
linear blending with nonlinear blending based on dual quaternions.
It eliminates the artefact effects of LBS but produces undesirable
joint-bulging artefacts.

Example-based methods permit more complex skinning effects
such as skin slide, muscle bulges, and wrinkling of clothing. They
treat deformations as a shape interpolation problem which takes,
as input, a series of scattered data poses to obtain the desired de-
formation. Pose space deformation (PSD) [14] uses a radial basis
function for scattered interpolation. Based on this, weighted pose
space deformation [12] was then proposed with limited number of
poses. More recently, Le et al.[13] presented a method for generat-
ing linear blend skinning models by using a set of example poses.
The obtained model includes skeletal structure, skinning weights,
joint positions, and corresponding bone transformations. Studies
in [5, 19] used the skinned vertex-based models to fix skinning
artefacts and enrich the nonlinear effects. However, their models
are unable to be applied to a new mesh with different number of
vertices from the training set.

Realistic character deformations can also be realized through
physics-based methods [8]. McAdams et al. [22] proposed a robust
method to simulate a deformed surface based on a hexahedral lattice.
Xu et al. [27] presented a method to add physically-based dynamics
to pose-space deformation and character rigging. Recently, Pan
et al. [24] improved the traditional position-based dynamics by
adding energy constraints to realize automatic skinning and weight
retargeting with new characters.

Neural-Network-based deformation. Past researches have
explored methods to use neural networks for computer animation.
To clarify the force-displacement relation of nonlinear materials,
Luo et al. [20] used a simple neural network to map linear elasticity
deformations to nonlinear ones. Similar to the idea of decompos-
ing a deformation with linear and nonlinear parts, Bailey et al.
[3] used feed forward neural networks to approximate nonlinear
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Figure 2: Structure of “DenseGATs”. The three boxes denote our proposed “dense modules”. Each dense module comprises six
densely connected GAT blocks. Fig. 3 shows the details of each GAT block.

deformations based on linear blend skinning. They feed the trans-
formation matrix and translation vector to the network and output
the corrected displacement at interactive rates. One problem of
this method is that the trained networks cannot be fitted to the
new characters because the networks are optimized for specific
character bones and meshes. Recently, Liu et al. [18] presented a
method to automatically predict skin weights especially for game
characters with complicated dressing. By using a graph convolu-
tion network, new characters with predicted skin weight maps can
yield satisfactory deformations, but the algorithm only computes
fixed weights and only assumes deformations are a function of the
skeleton.

Graph neural networks. Graph neural networks (GNNs) are
deep-learning-based methods capable of reasoning about 3D data.
Zhou et al. [28] categorized GNNs into several groups (convolution,
gate mechanism, skip connection and attention mechanism) based
on their propagation step. Existing works with convolution opera-
tions on graph can be divided into spectral approaches [4, 9, 10, 17]
and spatial approaches [1, 2, 7, 23]. The former methods define
the convolution operation in the Fourier domain by computing the
eigen decomposition of graph Laplacian, while the latter directly de-
fines convolution operations on spatially close neighboring nodes.
Focusing on attention mechanism, the graph attention network pro-
posed by [26] applies an attention mechanism to the propagation
step. It is able to specify different weights to different nodes while
aggregating different sized neighboring nodes, and does not depend
on knowing the graph structure upfront. Moreover, the established
models can be successfully applied to inductive learning.

3 DENSEGATS
Deformation rigging is a quite difficult process, due to the need
to bind the skeleton to the character mesh with the skinning algo-
rithms and other refinements to determine how the skin meshes
move. Our method provides a novel, direct way to compute de-
formation that expresses the deformation of the mesh as the sum

of two functions: a linear-based deformation function 𝑡 (𝑺) which
linearly maps the skeleton transformation 𝑺 to the mesh vertex
position, as well as a graph-attention-based nonlinear deformation
function ℎ(G) which further refines linear deformation 𝑡 (𝑺) based
on its mesh graph features G.
𝑡 (𝑺) is computed with LBS which is simple and direct, and char-

acters are deformed by transforming vertices through a weighted
combination of bone transformations. For more attractive effects,
our method provides an additional step that uses a graph-attention-
based network to generate nonlinear corrected displacements of
nodes based on linear deformation. We treat the nonlinear function
ℎ(G) as a black box which allows for more general deformations
based on mesh features and we approximate it with our expressive
DenseGATs network. This section describes our proposed method
on how to compute ℎ(G) in detail. We start with a description
of how to construct our input graph. We then present our frame-
work including GAT block, dense module and the overall network
successively. Implementation detail will also be explained at last.

3.1 Graph Construction and Features Mapping
We expect the input of our network to be an undirected graph of
linear skinning mesh G = (V, E,U) with V = {1, ..., 𝑁 } being the
set of nodes, which also indicates the vertices of mesh, E ⊆ V ×V
denotes the set of edges between nodes, and U ∈ [0, 1]𝑁×𝑁 is the
adjacency matrix where u(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ [0, 1] indicating whether there is
an edge between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 , (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ E. For a node 𝑣𝑖 ∈ V , its
neighboring nodes set is represented by N(𝑖).

For a node 𝑣𝑖 ∈ V , we apply the same definition as in [18].
The attribute vector is defined as 𝑣𝑖 = [𝑝𝑇

𝑖
, 𝑛𝑇
𝑖
, 𝑠𝑇
𝑖
], where 𝑝𝑖 ∈ R3

is the vertex position, 𝑛𝑖 ∈ R3 is the normal of the vertex, and
𝑠𝑖 ∈ R𝐽 is the distance vector to all 𝐽 skeleton joints. Thus, 𝑣𝑖
contains both mesh skinning appearance attributes which indicate
the features of the vertex itself, connectivity between other vertices,
and the distance attributes from the vertex to joints which implies
a positional relationship between the vertex and control skeleton.
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Next, for the input of the whole network, features of 𝑁 nodes
are described as 𝒈 [0] = { ®𝑔1, ..., ®𝑔𝑖 , ..., ®𝑔𝑁 } ∈ R𝑁×𝑑 [0]

, to represent
the features of each vertex in graph G whose spatial relations are
locally defined by the pseudo-coordinates in U. 𝑑 [0] is the input
dimension.

The features of every node 𝑖 are first transformed using a nonlin-
ear feature transformation module. The module consists of linear
layers followed by nonlinear activation and normalization. Suppose
that 𝑳 ∈ R𝑑 [0]×𝑑 [1]

is a linear weight matrix of the first linear layer
where 𝑑 [1] is the dimension of the output features after this layer.
The feature dimension is transformed from 𝑑 [0] to 𝑑 [1] through
this layer where the trained weight 𝑳 is independent of the vary-
ing numbers of vertices. By this features mapping process, the
input features are transformed into normalized high-dimensional
features that could provide rotation and translation invariance in
some degree with enough training data.

3.2 GAT Block
Graph neural networks are capable of dealing with non-Euclidean
data like mesh. For our character deformation prediction, one chal-
lenge is to use prior mesh graph information to inductively general-
ize the graph features of mesh that have never been seen before. [26]
introduces an graph-attention-based architecture to compute the
hidden representation of each node by aggregating neighborhood
features with different weights, without the need to know the entire
graph structure upfront. Inspired by this, we proposed a GAT block
architecture shown in Fig. 3. The GAT block consists of a graph-
attention-based aggregation stream and a self-reinforced stream.
The aggregation stream is used to compute the hidden representa-
tions of each node in graphs, by applying its adjacent features using
a graph attention network. In addition to the neighboring nodes
aggregated by graph convolution, strengthening single node fea-
tures is also necessary to accurately convey information to deeper
layers. Therefore, we designed a self-reinforced stream to transform
the node’s own features and concatenate them with the output of
the graph convolution. These features, along with the aggregation
steam obtained features, are then fed into next GAT block.

After nonlinear transformation, the node features are input into
GAT blocks. Here, we use 𝒈 [𝑙 ] =

{
®𝑔 [𝑙 ]
1
, ..., ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]

𝑖
, ..., ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]

𝑁

}
, ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]
𝑖

∈ R𝑑 [𝑙 ]

and 𝒈 [𝑙+1] =
{
®𝑔 [𝑙+1]
1

, ..., ®𝑔 [𝑙+1]
𝑖

, ..., ®𝑔 [𝑙+1]
𝑁

}
, ®𝑔 [𝑙+1]
𝑖

∈ R𝑑 [𝑙+1]
to repre-

sent a input and output of one GAT block, where 𝑑 [𝑙 ] and 𝑑 [𝑙+1]
indicate the feature dimensions after previous 𝑙 and 𝑙 + 1 layers’ fea-
ture transformation. The overall process of feature transformation
inside one GAT block can be expressed as ®𝑔 [𝑙+1]

𝑖
= 𝑓GATB ( ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]𝑖 ).

Specifically, for the graph-attention-based aggregation streams,
given a set of node features, they firstly need to be pre-processed so
that they can be applied to each node by linear transformation to
obtain higher dimensional expressions. The transformed features
can be expressed as:

®𝑧 [𝑙 ]
𝑖

=𝑾 ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]
𝑖

(1)

where the trainable parameter of the transformation𝑾 is a weight
matrix𝑾 ∈ R𝐹×𝑑 [𝑙 ]

. 𝐹 denotes the transformed feature dimension
of a node in the aggregation stream.

Although aggregation streams could integrate features from
first-order neighboring nodes, the features of the node itself are di-
minished in this aggregation. We designed a self-reinforced stream
which is a linear transformation process for ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]

𝑖
:

®𝑟 [𝑙 ]
𝑖

= 𝑯 ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]
𝑖

(2)

where 𝑯 is a trainable weight matrix 𝑯 ∈ R𝛽𝐹×𝑑 [𝑙 ]
. Here, 𝛽 is the

hyper-parameter determining the importance of the self-reinforce
stream.

For aggregation steam, as stated in [26], a shared, masked atten-
tion mechanism is performed that only computes attention coeffi-
cients with the neighboring nodes N(𝑖) of a node which ensures
that structural information is not lost. Furthermore, to make the
results of attention coefficients across different neighborhoods com-
parable, they are normalized using the softmax function to obtain
attention weights:

𝛼
[𝑙 ]
𝑖 𝑗

=
exp(LeakyReLU( ®𝑎 [𝑙 ]𝑇 (®𝑧 [𝑙 ]

𝑖
∥®𝑧 [𝑙 ]
𝑗

)))∑
𝑘∈N(𝑖) exp(LeakyReLU( ®𝑎 [𝑙 ]

𝑇 (®𝑧 [𝑙 ]
𝑖

∥®𝑧 [𝑙 ]
𝑘

)))
(3)

where 𝛼 [𝑙 ]
𝑖 𝑗

∈ R. ®𝑎 [𝑙 ] ∈ R2𝐹 indicates the weight vector and (·)𝑇
represents its transposition. ∥ is the concatenation operation that
features ®𝑧𝑖 [𝑙 ] and features from neighboring nodes are firstly con-
catenated, and then this concatenation embedding result with a
learnable weight vector ®𝑎 [𝑙 ]𝑇 are executed by dot product. During
the process of calculating attention coefficient, to enhance nonlinear
expression, LeakyReLU is applied as the activation function.

The obtained attention weights are then linearly combined with
their corresponding features to yield the output features of the
aggregation steam. To improve the stability and representation
ability of the model, multi-head attention mechanism 𝐾 introduced
in [25] is also adopted to execute transformation 𝐾 times with
different training parameters of aggregation operations. In addition
to the aggregation steam, to enhance the expression of self-features,
our designed self-reinforced steam is concatenated with the features
from the graph-attention-based aggregation steam (as shown in
Fig. 3) to form the final output features of one GAT block:

®𝑔 [𝑙+1]
𝑖

= 𝑓GATB ( ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]𝑖 )

= 𝜎 (∥𝐾
𝑘=1

(
∑

𝑗 ∈N(𝑖)
𝛼
[𝑙 ]𝑘
𝑖 𝑗

𝑾𝑘 ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]
𝑗

)∥®𝑟 [𝑙 ]
𝑖

) (4)

where 𝜎 represents the nonlinear transformation tanhshrink. Since
the output type is displacement which could be positive and nega-
tive, tanhshrink is able to retain negative information. Meanwhile,
it can alleviate gradient vanishing problem (tanh cannot) and there-
fore is selected in our network. 𝛼 [𝑙 ]𝑘

𝑖 𝑗
and𝑾𝑘 respectively indicate

the attention weights and input linear transformation’s weight ma-
trix computed by the 𝑘𝑡ℎ attention mechanism in the 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer. For
one GAT block, the dimension of output features 𝑑 [𝑙+1] equals the
concatenation dimension of aggregation stream and self-reinforced
stream 𝐾𝐹 + 𝛽𝐾𝐹 .
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Figure 3: Illustration of inside of GAT block by the node 1 (feature vector is ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]
1

) on its neighboring nodes. The blue color
indicates the process of graph-attention-based aggregation stream gathers features from neighboring nodes with different
weights [26]. The yellow color indicates the process of self-reinforced stream that linearly transforms the features of the node
1. These two streams are then concatenated to produce new feature representation. In (a), we show the situation of multi-head
attention 𝐾 = 1. In (b), the input feature dimension into one GAT block is 𝑑 [𝑙 ] , the output dimension of aggregation stream is
𝐹 , the number of multi-head attention is 𝐾 , and the hyper-parameters 𝛽 . So the output feature dimension is 𝑑 [𝑙+1] = 𝐾𝐹 + 𝛽𝐾𝐹 .

3.3 Dense Module
Due to the complexity and significant amount of features in our
mesh graph, there is a need to apply very deep networks to benefit
from their advantages. However, for training deep graph convo-
lutional networks, the problem of gradient vanishing will become
more serious as the number of network layer increases. To address
this problem, DenseGCNs[16] borrows the concept from DenseNet
[15] by introducing dense connections to deep GCN frameworks
and successfully be applied on segmentation task with specific
point cloud graph structure. Inspired by it, we densely connect our
GAT blocks as a dense module for further training deep layers of
GAT blocks to better help process large volumes of complicated
mesh data. As opposed to DeepGCNs, our dense module allows
for handling unseen graph structures and efficiently computing
with difference importance to nodes of a same neighborhood. For
simplicity, we use a single function 𝑓GATB to represent the trans-
formation process of one GAT block in the rest of this paper. In a
dense module, among several GAT blocks, direct connections are
introduced from one block to all subsequent blocks. Suppose, there
are𝑚 GAT blocks in one dense module, the layer of the first GAT
block is 𝑙 , thus, the (𝑙 +𝑚)𝑡ℎ layer receives features of all layers
starting from the 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer. The propagation can be defined as:

®𝑔 [𝑙+𝑚]
𝑖

= 𝑓GATB ( ®𝑔 [𝑙+𝑚−1]
𝑖

, \ [𝑙+𝑚−1] )∥ ®𝑔 [𝑙+𝑚−1]
𝑖

= 𝑓GATB ( ®𝑔 [𝑙+𝑚−1]
𝑖

, \ [𝑙+𝑚−1] )∥ ...∥ 𝑓GATB ( ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]𝑖 , \ [𝑙 ] )∥ ®𝑔 [𝑙 ]
𝑖
(5)

where \ [ ·] represents all parameters of the transformation function
𝑓GATB in different layers. The ®𝑔 [𝑙+𝑚]

𝑖
is the result of fusing all the

intermediate GAT block layer outputs. Sincewe connect GAT blocks
in a dense pattern, we refer to this architecture as “dense module”,
and the whole network refers to “DenseGATs”. Note that, because
of the dense connection, for each GAT block (except the first block)
in a dense module, the output features will consist of all preceding

blocks’ features, not only one block feature (𝐾𝐹 + 𝛽𝐾𝐹 ) for each
node.

Between two adjacent dense modules, we adopt one GAT block
as the transition. This operation plays the role of information inte-
gration.

3.4 Implementation Details
Based on the amount of training data available, we explored a set
of parameters which can ensure the satisfied result while balancing
the size of network.

As shown in Fig. 2, we first feed the input graph features into
a nonlinear transformation module which involves two fully con-
nected hidden layers with 32 hidden units and followed by tanh
activation. Then the transformed features are fed into dense mod-
ules. The network we propose involves three densemodules, each of
which consists of six GAT blocks. We found this setting is sufficient
to approximate satisfactory results without excessively increasing
training time. To ensure maximum information flow between GAT
blocks in one module, all blocks are densely connected. For the
internal structure of the GAT block, we adopt a graph-attention-
based aggregation stream with the hidden features number of 8
and the multi-head number of 8. To increase the effectiveness of
the interpenetration, in the self-reinforced stream, input features
are processed by a linear layer with the feature size of 0.125 times
the aggregation stream output feature size (𝛽 = 0.125). The final
layer of one GAT block is applied a tanhshrink activation function.
We refer to GAT blocks between each dense module as transition
blocks which have the same parameters with GAT blocks inside
the dense module. After all three dense modules, the resulting fea-
tures are taken as being input to two fully connected hidden layers
with 512 and 128 hidden units and followed by tanh activation. All
the outputs of layers in the network are applied with 1D batch
normalization.

We trained our model with NVIDIA GeForce RTX2080Ti GPU
and set batch size of 8. During the training process, we trained
the model using the Adam optimization method, with the initial
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learning rate of 1e-3. We further set the reducing learning rate
with decay factor of 0.75 when the loss has stopped decreasing
beyond eight epochs. The lower boundary on the learning rate of
all param groups is set as 5e-7. For the loss function of our network,
we choose Mean Squared Error (MSE) to minimize the distance
between predicted displacement distributions and the ground truth
displacement distribution.

It is noteworthy that, the training parameters in our network
is independent of mesh vertices, but is correlated with the feature
dimension of input graph. Thus, our network architecture is ap-
plicable to inductive learning where the trained network could be
generalized to approximate deformation for new character mesh,
regardless of the number of vertices.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our framework both
qualitatively and quantitatively. There are about 150 character mod-
els with different customizations in our dataset created with Adobe
Fuse CC, and all of them are embedded with corresponding skeleton
structures properly. To produce basic skinning data for training, the
linear blend skinning method is used with eight maximum of joints
influencing each vertex for rough deformation. In addition, to pro-
duce ground truth data, we manually refined the deformed skin that
allows the character models to achieve satisfactory deformations
under any of the poses. Fig. 4 shows several test example characters
with rest pose in our dataset. These example characters with the
statistics are shown in Tab. 1 including the number of vertices,
heights, and number of joints. With all characters in our dataset, in
order to save GPU memories and training time, several character
bodies without head part are taken into account. All characters are
set with a standard skeleton structure, for a total of 65 joints for
the entire skeleton. To accurately predict the mesh deformation
generated under any poses, we used two strategies to create the
training examples. Firstly, in order to cover the range of all possible
poses, we manually set each skeletal joint in a reasonable range for
the rotation and scaling, and then generate poses by independently
and randomly sampling in the range of all joints. Furthermore, we
animate our character models with motions that appear frequently
in animation such as walking, jumping, running and dancing pro-
vided by TurboSquid. In total, there are about 8500 poses generated
with these methods for our characters, and several examples are
shown in Fig. 5. Due to the large amount of computation during
the training, we randomly select one thousand consecutive vertices
from each character mesh at each training epoch to ensure stable
training while saving memories. To verify the effectiveness of our
proposed network, we used 125 training character models and five
validation character models of the dataset with about 8500 poses.
The remaining 20 character models with random poses are used
for testing the network.

4.1 Model Accuracy
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of our network, we mea-
sured the average distance error, max distance error, and minimum
distance error of our predicted deformations. For each character
model in the test set, we animated them using walking motions

Figure 4: Example characters with index 1-5 in our dataset.
These characters have completely different representative
dresses (tops, bottoms, shoes) and the same skeleton struc-
ture.

Table 1: Statistics for our example characters (as shown in
Fig. 4).

Character Index Vertices Heights Joints
1 9035 177 cm 65
2 10220 166 cm 65
3 9303 167 cm 65
4 9005 181 cm 65
5 10320 182 cm 65

Figure 5: Example poses of our character. These includes typ-
ical poses (walking, running, jumping, and dancing) and ran-
dom poses.

and computed the prediction vertex errors across all frames. Tab. 2
shows the prediction errors for the test models. It can be observed
that our proposed method can effectively predict the deformation
for new characters with very low errors. With our network, the pre-
diction time for one character (e.g., No.2 character) in each frame is
about 31ms. In Fig. 6, we further plot the average error of the No.2
test character to visualize error distribution over the mesh for all
frames of dancing and running animations. From these two plots,
most of deviation distances are are around 0.1cm that within the
allowable range of accuracy. And the number of vertices decreases
exponentially with increasing distance errors. We found that the
performance of predicting deformation with running animation
is better than with dancing animation, where there exists several
vertices in the dancing motion that have the estimated errors of
more than 0.5cm. This is because the dancing animation includes
some extreme poses which are beyond the range of network it was
trained on.

To verify that our trained network is able to predict satisfactory
and natural deformation results, we animate the test models with
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Table 2: Prediction errors in “cm” between the ground truth
and predicted vertices.

Character Index mean error max error min error
1 0.0662 1.1639 0.0003
2 0.1045 1.5832 0.0006
3 0.0947 1.4909 0.0003
4 0.0820 1.4201 0.0003
5 0.1289 1.6966 0.0005

Figure 6: Distribution of vertex errors. The left is for dancing
animation, and the right is for running animation.

weightlifter motion as shown in Fig. 7. We focus on some contact
regions where mesh deformation volume always cannot be main-
tained and is highly prone to artefacts. The results approximated
by our method are hardly distinguishable from the ground truth,
which demonstrates that our network is able to correct the rough
linear deformation to the more complex nonlinear one.

We provide further intuitive deformation results with multiple
poses in different animations using error color map to qualitatively
evaluate our method in Fig. 8. In Fig. 9, we also provide a side-by-
side comparison of the ground truth, the approximated deformation,
and the error color map of a test character with a walking posture.
With our proposed network, the approximated deformation results
are visually similar to the ground truth. It can be noted that the
largest deformation errors are mainly in the trousers (especially the
top of trousers) of the character. The deformations in these regions
are always influenced by multiple bones. In addition, the trousers
worn by the test character are quiet loose, whose mesh features
are significantly different from those in our training set. And these
reasons result in some inaccurate approximation.

4.2 Comparisons
We compare our method with classical deformation methods LBS
and DQS. As shown in Fig. 10, the deformation with LBS method
shows the obvious artefact of volume loss when twisting the elbow.
Unnatural deformations are always found in the areas near the
shoulder, elbow, waist and the bottom of the pants. It is hard to
assign reliable weights with direct LBS method especially for those
areas influenced by multiple bones. For DQS result, bulging artifacts
near the joints are very obvious which still need artistic corrections.
Our method, in contrast, given the inaccurate LBS deformation, can

Figure 7: Close-up of our test character’s contact regions in
three frames of weightlifter motions. Based on rough lin-
ear deformation, our method corrects linear deformations
to nonlinear ones by per vertex displacement correction.

Figure 8: Result of deformation approximation among dif-
ferent characters with different poses. The vertices of the
predicted mesh are colored to indicate per-vertex distance
prediction errors.

Figure 9: Comparison of ground truth (left), prediction re-
sults (center), and color map (right) indicating per-vertex
distance error.

accurately approximate most displacements of vertices and correct
them to nonlinear ones with no noticeable errors.

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed network, we also
conducted experiments on character models in the test set with
hip-hop dancing motion to compare the performance with different
network structures like those shown in Tab. 3. We first compare
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Figure 10: Comparison of ground truth, color map of LBS,
DQS, and our prediction.

Table 3: Evaluation of predicted distance errors (cm) using
different network architectures.

Network mean error max error min error
DenseGATs (Ours) 0.0961 1.2551 0.0004

Ori.GAT 0.1693 2.1643 0.0009
NeuroSkinning network 0.1378 1.7689 0.0006

Ours w/o self-reinforcement 0.1153 1.3986 0.0002
Ours w/o dense connection 0.1425 1.4852 0.0006

Figure 11: Comparison of different network architectures.
From left to right: (a) ours, (b) original GAT, (c) NeuroSkin-
ning, (d) ours (no self-reinforcement stream), (e) ours (no
dense connection).

with the original GAT [26] network which contains four graph
convolutional layers. Next, we evaluated the network described
in NeuroSkinning [18] and followed the same experimental set-
tings. Based on our proposed structure, we respectively removed
the designed self-reinforced stream in each GAT block and dense
connections between each GAT block. The prediction results are
summarized in Tab. 3 and an example frame of the animation are
shown in Fig. 11. It could be observed that the original GAT net-
work sometimes fails to represent complicated graph information
and produces highest errors due to the limited representation of
the shallow convolutional layers. The NeuroSkinning network has
the same problem as the original GAT because there are only three
graph convolutional layers in the whole structure. For DenseGATs

structure without self-reinforced stream and the structure of mul-
tiple GAT blocks without dense connection, features can be well
learned and the obvious approximation errors can be improved to
a certain extent, but they still cause some undesirable deformation
in several joint regions. In contrast, with our proposed network ,
the best prediction result can be obtained with improvement rates
of about 16.7% and 32.6% compared with the DenseGATs without
self-reinforced stream and without dense connection. This sug-
gests that out network has better generalization ability owing to
its self-reinforcement step and dense propagation step.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have presented a DenseGATs network that leverages existing
well-designed skinning features of characters to accurately pre-
dict deformation for new characters. Our GAT blocks and dense
modules allow for efficient utilization and transmission of self and
adjacent information throughout the network. Experimental results
demonstrate that through these strategies, the skinning features
from other characters can be reused and the network is able to
generate realistic nonlinear deformation results that are very close
to ground truth. The high-quality deformation predicted with our
method can be directly used for masses of similar characters in
films, thus reducing the efforts made by artists to re-rig for new
characters each time.

There are also a number of limitations and potential improve-
ments that could be addressed as future work. First, our method
requires many training samples (both characters and poses), and its
generalization ability is substantially dependent on the character
mesh information that has already been learned. Our network may
fail to accurately predict deformations if the mesh geometry and
poses vary dramatically. In the future, we would like to expand
our training set as well as design more efficient feature representa-
tion methods (e.g., the graph topology with rotational-invariance).
Meanwhile, with the limited number of characters in dataset, next
we aim to study related graph learning methods such as applying
down-sampling to graphs to further improve the generalization
ability of our network. Secondly, we add displacement to each ver-
tex to make the deformation nonlinear. However, this operation
will sometimes unexpectedly displace individual vertices and make
the deformation become not smooth. In the future, we hope to
address this limitation by investigating a new regression method
guaranteed to smooth deformations while realizing rich details ac-
curately. Thirdly, currently, we train all characters together and do
not consider the material attributes of different garments and skin.
To perform perfect visual effects of deformations, future work can
independently train networks with different materials. Addition-
ally, our dataset involves human characters with the same skeleton
structure. In the future, we hope to use our network to generalize
other models with different number of joints.
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